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Cities and city 

regions are the 

engines of the 

modern economy 

… and the source of 

our challenge



Number one city globally for 

financial technology investment

Largest centre 

of its kind in UK

10% of global foreign exchange 

transactions go through Citi’s

Belfast operation

Number one city globally for 

financial technology R&D

CSIT



A young, productive workforce 

– 33% with 

Degree level education 

The best available 

Broadband and 4G 

networks in the UK 

4G33%

Two world-class universities

World-leading or internationally 

excellent research

A walkable, liveable city



Today 600 cities generate more 

than 60% of total global GDP

Emerging tech will generate a combined

economic impact of $33 trillion per year by 2025

$33 trillion

60%



Ai
Artificial 

Intelligence

3D
Printing and

Fabrication

Autonomous

Electric Vehicles

Internet 

of Things

Smart  

Energy Grids

Blockchain



Supporting Urban Innovation

The Smart Belfast Framework

2017 to 2021



Machine

Learning

Urban

Mapping Tools

Internet

of Things

Drone

Technology

Last Mile

Delivery

Smart 

District

Immersive

Technologies

Understanding

Visitor Behaviours



Ipedal Lorawan pilot

- Collaborative R&D project with See.Sense, 

Queen’s, Dept for Infrastructure and BT

- Pilotied the use of Lorwan sensors to 

understand usage of Belfast Bikes

- Using big data to build the case for future 

cycling infrastructure investments



Urban Healthy Living

- Collaborative R&D challenge with HSC, GIS 

SMEs, UK Space Agency,Dept for Health, UU 

and others

- Piloting the use of satellite mapping data and 

local sensor data to build a better understanding 

of the impact of traffic on localized air pollution

- Building a better model for urban planners and 

clinicians. And proto-typing tools for inform route-

planning 



Last Mile Deliveries

- €230,000 joint SBRI challenge with Dublin

- Encouraging SMEs to find more efficient 

ways to make urban freight deliveries 

(reducing congestion, costs and pollution)

- Pilots include: using ML to optimize routes 

for companies; a mico-distribution centre & 

app-managed virtual loading bays.



Belfast Region 

City Deal



Belfast Region City Deal 
Over 1 million 

people

£22.8bn GVA 

across the 

Belfast Region

Economic 

inactivity c.5% 

higher than UK 

average

6% more people 

with no 

qualifications vs 

UK

90% of the most 

deprived wards 

are within the 

Belfast Region

Productivity 

c18% below UK 

average

“The Belfast Region City Deal partners have a vision of inclusive 
economic growth that delivers more and better jobs, a positive 
impact on the most deprived communities and a balanced spread of benefits 
across the region”. 



Developing a smart 

district as part of a  

regional hub for 

innovation 

- Investments in pervasive  state-of-the-art 

wireless and wired networks and technologies

- -Supporting sectors ie Health and Life Science,

Adv. Manu, Screen & Media, ,

- Supportive environment for R&D, testing 

and scaling digital solutions for transport, 

waste management, water, energy. agri

- Access to a shared data model 

lessons learnt and collaborative 

- opportunities  across and across the region

sector



Putting 

Citizens 

At The

Heart

Technology developed and 

deployed within an 

economic and social framework


